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Abstract—Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) heterogeneous
multiple processors systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) are appealing
platforms for emerging mixed criticality systems (MCSs). To sat-
isfy MCS requirements, the platform must guarantee predictable
timing bounds for critical applications, without degrading aver-
age performance for noncritical applications. In particular, this
paper studies the main memory subsystem, which in modern
MPSoCs is typically based on double data rate synchronous
dynamic access memory. While there exists previous work on
worst-case DRAM latency analysis, such work only covers a small
subset of possible COTS configurations, which are not targeted
at MCS. Therefore, we derive a generalized interference delay
analysis for DRAM main memory that accounts for a breadth
of features deployed in COTS platforms. We then explore the
design space by studying the effects of each feature on both the
worst-case delay for critical applications, and the bandwidth for
noncritical applications.

Index Terms—DRAM, memory, heterogeneous systems, mixed
criticality, multiple processors systems-on-chip (MPSoCs), real-
time systems, system-on-chip, timing analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY emerging embedded systems consist of tasks
with different criticalities, known as mixed criticality

systems (MCSs). Examples include self-driving cars, smart
grids, and healthcare devices [1]. A major challenge in MCS
is the different needs of applications with varying criticalities:
critical applications require guaranteed, predictable timing
bounds on worst-case execution time, while noncritical
applications demand good average time performance. This
places conflicting requirements on the hardware platform.
Taking the memory subsystem as an example, critical tasks
are latency sensitive; thus, they require guaranteed bounds on
the maximum latency suffered by memory accesses. In con-
trast, noncritical tasks opportunistically attempt to achieve as
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high memory bandwidth (BW) as possible to improve their
average-case performance.

Due to their cost, performance, and energy efficiency,
multiple processors systems-on-chip (MPSoCs) provide
appealing platforms for MCS. In particular, heterogeneous
MPSoCs with diverse processing element (PE) types can
efficiently address the conflicting requirements of MCS; for
example, some existing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) plat-
forms [2] already include a set of real-time PEs, optimized for
predictable timing, as well as a set of high-performance PEs
targeted at noncritical applications. However, careful design
choices among available COTS platforms, as well as rigorous
timing analysis, are both essential to guarantee satisfaction of
MCS requirements.

In this paper, we study the main memory subsystem,
which in modern MCS is typically based on double data
rate synchronous dynamic access memory technology [3].
Many research efforts have focused on providing DRAM solu-
tions for MCS; nonetheless, most of them have adopted the
approach of designing a custom memory controller (MC)
to provide tight analytical latency bounds [4]–[8], and thus
are not compatible with COTS platforms. Recently, two
related works have developed latency analyses for COTS
DRAM platforms [9], [10]. However, both works cover a
small subset of possible COTS configurations, which are
not targeted at MCS. For instance, they do not account
for features such as heterogeneity in PEs, or different pri-
ority levels in the DRAM scheduler, which can be used
to provide differentiated service to critical and noncritical
applications.

Toward this end, this paper explores a breadth of fea-
tures deployed in COTS platforms that affect the memory
performance of MCS applications both from worst-case delay
(WCD) and average-case BW perspectives. The feature set
covers heterogeneity in the PEs, operating system (OS)-level
memory partitioning, and request scheduling mechanisms at
the MC level. Based on this feature model, we explore a set
of 144 possible COTS platform instances. To guarantee WCD
bounds, we derive a generalized interference delay analysis
for DRAM main memory that computes the maximum delay
that any memory request from a critical application can suf-
fer due to the activity of other PEs. In addition, we study the
effect of each platform instance on the BW provided to non-
critical applications through an extensive set of architectural
simulations.
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Fig. 1. DRAM timing constraints. (a) Intrabank timing constraints. (b) Interbank CAS timing constraints. (c) Interbank A timing constraints.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
recaps the operation of DRAM, and Section III reviews
related work. Section IV presents the analyzed system fea-
tures. Sections V and VI contain our main contribution, the
derivation of a generalized DRAM delay analysis; Section V
introduces the basic building blocks, and Section VI applies
them to the varying configuration. Finally, Section VII details
our evaluation, and Section VIII provides concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND ON DRAM

A DRAM device is an array of memory cells consisting
of banks, with each bank organized by rows and columns. A
DRAM rank consists of multiple banks, and a DRAM channel
has one or more ranks. Each bank has a row buffer, which
acts as a cache for the memory array and is able to store a
single row. An on-chip MC manages requests from multiple
PEs to the off-chip DRAM device. The MC controls the device
by issuing DRAM commands through a dedicated command
bus; one command can be issued per clock cycle. The request
data is exchanged between the MC and the device through a
separate data bus.

Each request consists of an address and a type, either read
or write. The address is mapped by the MC to a specific bank,
row and column. If multiple concurrent requests arrive at the
MC, an arbiter decides the next request to service. To service
a request, the MC issues a set of DRAM commands based on
the state of the device: P, A, and CAS.

The P command (precharge) stores the data in the row
buffer back to the DRAM cells. The A command activates a
row by fetching it from the DRAM cells to the row buffer.
Finally, the CAS command reads (R) or writes (W) the
required column of data from the row buffer. In details, there
are three possible scenarios for a DRAM request.

1) If the requested row is already available in the row
buffer, the request consists of only a CAS command.

2) The requested bank is idle (i.e., does not have an acti-
vated row in the buffer). In this case, the MC issues an
A command first to activate the row, followed by a CAS
command.

3) The requested row is different from the activated row in
the row buffer (a bank conflict). In this case, the MC
issues all three commands: a) P to precharge the old
row; b) A to activate the requested row; and c) CAS to
read/write.

The JEDEC DRAM standard [3] defines a set of timing con-
straints on the three commands that must be satisfied by all

TABLE I
JEDEC TIMING CONSTRAINTS FOR DDR3-1333H [3]

MC designs; the value of each constraint depends on the spe-
cific DRAM device type and speed. Table I list all constraints
for a DDR3 device with one rank; we also show the value of
the constraints for the particular device speed we use in the
evaluation. Each constraint represents the minimum number of
clock cycles that must elapse between the transmission of a
command or data and a successive command or data; with the
exception of tFAW, which represents the minimum distance
between four, rather than two, consecutive A commands. We
also distinguish between two types of constraints: intrabank
constraints are applied between data/commands issued to the
same bank, while interbank constraints are applied between
data/commands of the same type (P, A, or CAS) issued to
any bank. For ease of exposition, Fig. 1(a) depicts the con-
sidered intrabank constraints on the example of consecutive
bank conflicts. Fig. 1(b) and (c) illustrates the considered inter-
bank constraints for CAS and A, respectively. There are no
interbank constraints for P.

For clarity, in the rest of this paper we will say that a
command (as well as the corresponding request) is intraready
at the current clock cycle if it satisfies all intrabank timing
constraints. If the command satisfies all interbank constraints,
we call it inter-ready. Of course, a command can only be
issued if it is both intraready and inter-ready, in which case
we say that the command is ready. Arbitration between differ-
ent requests usually follows a first ready-first come first serve
(FR-FCFS) scheduling scheme [9]. Under FR-FCFS, requests
are first queued into per-bank queues. Within each bank (intra-
bank arbitration), FR-FCFS prioritizes requests with locality
(that target data already available in a row buffer) to increase
DRAM throughput. As discussed above, such requests consist
of a CAS only, while requests that target non activated rows
could consist of all three commands.
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Finally, note that the DRAM has to be refreshed periodically
to retain stored data. This is achieved by the MC by issuing
REF (refresh) commands. Similar to previous work [9], [10],
we do not account for the delay from the refresh process
because it can be often neglected compared to other delays [9],
or otherwise, it can be added as an extra delay term to the
execution time of a task using existing methods [11], [12].

III. RELATED WORK

Due to its potential impact on predictability and
performance, many research efforts in the real-time commu-
nity have recently focused on managing contention for access
to DRAM resources. We distinguish between four main lines
of research. First, a large body of work has proposed new
MC designs to provide better WCD bounds (see [4] for
an overview); some of these works can also support MCS
by providing differentiated service to critical and noncritical
requestors, e.g., [5]–[8] and [13]. However, since they require
a redesign of the MC, they cannot be applied to existing COTS
platforms.

A second line of work has focused on OS-level mecha-
nisms to reduce contention in main memory. The approaches
in [14]–[16] use virtual memory to partition memory resources
among PEs; particularly, interference can be reduced by par-
titioning banks among the PEs, since a row activated by
one PE cannot be precharged due to a request of a differ-
ent PE. We discuss bank partitioning in Section IV-C. The
approach in [17] further limits contention by regulating the
maximum amount of memory BW that can be consumed by
any individual PE. Third, several works have proposed ana-
lytical approaches to bound the delay due to shared memory
contention on MPSoCs (see [18]–[22]), by either relying on
OS-level mechanisms [20] or information on task structure
and scheduling [18], [19], [21], [22]. However, the considered
memory models are simple, and cannot accurately capture the
behavior of complex arbitration schemes such as FR-FCFS that
are employed in COTS MCs to optimize DRAM throughput.

Finally, two previous papers have discussed latency bounds
for COTS MCs [9], [10], and are most related to this paper.
Reference [9] bounds memory access latencies, while assum-
ing that all PEs are in-order cores. Reference [10], on the other
hand, considers out-of-order PEs but it is restricted to systems
using bank partitioning. We find two main issues with these
approaches, which in turn motivate this paper.

1) Lack of Support for Different Criticalities: Both works
consider systems where all tasks have the same critical-
ity, which makes them ill-suited for MCS where both
critical and noncritical applications are running on the
same platform.

2) Limited Applicability: Each cited work assumes a spe-
cific platform instance with a certain MC architecture
and OS configuration. Accordingly, the derived bounds
cannot be widely applied to different COTS platforms.
In contrast, in this paper, we derive a generalized DRAM
delay analysis that can be applied to a variety of COTS
systems.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an MCS comprising P PEs. Similar to previous
work [10], we assume that the last-level-cache of all PEs
employs a write-back write-allocate policy, such that a write
request to DRAM occurs only because of cache eviction of a
modified cache line. Additionally, we conduct the exploration
for a single-channel single-rank DRAM subsystem, and we
denote with NB the number of banks. Each PE can execute
any number of applications, but we assume that all applica-
tions mapped to a given PE are either critical or noncritical;
we find this to be a common requirement due to consider-
ations of reliability, fault containment, and error handling.
Hence, we classify the PEs between a set of Pcr critical
PEs and set of Pncr noncritical PEs, with P = Pcr + Pncr.
Our main goal is to derive an upper bound on the delay
incurred by any memory request of a critical PE under anal-
ysis, due to interference caused by memory requests of other
PEs. As discussed in [9], [12], and [20], this bound can then
be used to either derive the worst-case execution time of sin-
gle real-time task, or to perform response-time analysis for
a multitasking application. Following the same approach as
in [9] and [10], we make no assumption on the pattern of
computation and memory requests of the PE under analysis,
nor of interfering PEs. Additional information on the behavior
of tasks and the scheduling algorithm could result in a tighter
bound (see [18], [19], [21], [22]), albeit at the cost of com-
positionality in the analysis. On the other hand, we consider
in details the memory behavior of a COTS platform, which
depends on the PE architecture, the MC arbitration, and the
OS configuration. Hence, in the rest of this section we detail
the considered hardware and software features.

A. Memory Controller

We consider alternatives in the way the MC arbitrates
among memory requests.

1) Priority: Prior solutions [9], [10] consider a standard
FR-FCFS implementation which does not distinguish among
PEs. However, modern MCs such as Qualcomm’s [23] and
Intel’s [24] MCs support priority assignments to PEs. We
can leverage this feature in commodity MCs by assigning
higher priority to requests of critical PEs over requests of
noncritical PEs, thus lowering latency bounds for critical appli-
cations without the need for hardware changes. For the sake
of inclusiveness, we also consider configurations without PE
prioritization to match the assumption of previous works, and
to cover COTS MCs that do not support this feature.

2) Intrabank Arbitration: As discussed in Section II, FR-
FCFS favors intraready requests over non intraready ones. To
avoid starving the latter, MCs typically deploy a thresholding
mechanism on top of FR-FCFS [9], [24]–[26]. This mech-
anism can be implemented with various flavors; we assume
the implementation considered in [9] (which is also similar
to Intel’s [24]), where at most Nthr intraready requests can be
reordered ahead of any other request targeting the same bank.
We also cover MCs that do not implement any reordering
threshold.
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3) Interbank Arbitration: Based on several prior works and
patents (e.g., [14] and [27]–[29]), and industry expertise, we
assume that the MC deploys a round-Robin (RR) mechanism
among banks. In details, the considered RR scheduler selects
between intraready commands at the head of the bank queues;
when the last command of a request (CAS) is executed, then
the corresponding bank is moved to the back of the RR queue.
Two possible implementations of RR with regard to interbank
constraints are considered.

a) Reordering among all commands: If the scheduled
command is not inter-ready, the MC selects the first bank
(in the RR schedule) with an inter-ready command whether
it is the same type as the stalling command or not. For
instance, if the scheduled command is W and it is not inter-
ready due to the R-to-W switching constraint, the MC can
select an inter-ready R command at the head of another
bank. In other words, the MC allows for command reorder-
ing among intraready commands across banks regardless of
the command type (whether it is P, CAS, and A). Although
this aggressive optimization targets performance gains, it
can result in unbounded delays in some cases as we show
in Section VI.

b) Reordering among commands of different types:
The second implementation differs from the previous one in
allowing for reordering only across commands of different
types. For instance, if the command scheduled by RR is A
and it is not inter-ready, it does not stall ready CAS com-
mands of other banks. This implementation still achieves a
performance optimization, while preventing the unbounded-
ness of the previous one. For the sake of comprehensiveness,
we cover both implementations.

4) Read/Write Arbitration: Some COTS MCs prioritize
reads over writes because read accesses are more latency sen-
sitive than write accesses [10], [30]. They queue write accesses
into a dedicated write buffer and service them in batches. This
mechanism mitigates the turn-around time required to switch
the data bus between reads and writes. This is because the
controller will be servicing batches of same type (either con-
secutive reads or writes) instead of alternating between both
types. Accordingly, this mechanism can significantly improve
memory throughput. In our exploration, we cover both cases:
1) the MC assigns same priority for both reads and writes and
2) the MC employs write batching where it prioritizes reads
over writes. Since write batching can be implemented in dif-
ferent ways, for the latter case we consider the watermarking
implementation adopted by related work [10], which is simi-
lar to the one adopted by COTS MCs [23]: the MC services
a batch of Wbtch writes when the number of buffered writes
exceeds a given threshold.

Since writes are generated by the cache due to a write-
back of an evicted cache block, we assume that in the worst
case, each read request can generate a maximum of one write
request.

B. Processing Elements

We consider PE architectures with the following
configurations.

1) In-Order PEs (IO-All): All PEs are in-order, where each
PE has at most one pending memory request at any given time.
This is the architecture assumed by the analysis in [9].

2) Out-of-Order PEs (OOO-All): All PEs are out-of-order.
The maximum number of outstanding requests in the MC
queues for each PE is bounded by an architectural-dependant
constant PR. This is the architecture considered by [10]; here,
the value of PR depends on the architecture, in particular
on the number of entries in the miss status handling regis-
ter (MSHR) of the PE; the MSHR keeps track of the cache
misses which are currently being handled. For platforms with-
out write batching, PR accounts for both reads and writes.
For platforms with write batching, since reads and writes are
buffered in separate queues, we consider PR as the maximum
number of pending reads only.

3) Mix of In- and Out-of-Order PEs (IO-Cr): The previous
configurations do not take the heterogeneous nature of the
architecture or the mixed criticality nature of the applications
into account. Hence, we also consider COTS platforms that
have a mix of in-order and out-of-order PEs, where critical PEs
are in-order to achieve high predictability, while noncritical
PEs are OOO to achieve high average performance. One exam-
ple of such platforms is Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ [2], which
comprises two Cortex R5 real-time cores and four Cortex A53
high-performance cores.

C. Bank Partitioning

As previously mentioned, some prior work
(e.g., [6]–[8] and [12]) considers DRAM bank parti-
tioning, where banks are partitioned among PEs to reduce
bank conflicts and hence improve WCD. Partitioning can
be conducted by changing the virtual to physical address
translation in the OS [14]–[16]; hence, it can be applied
to COTS MCs without hardware changes. We denote with
Part-All the case where partitioning is applied for all PEs,
which is the configuration analyzed in [10] and [20]. The
total number of banks assigned to critical and noncritical
PEs is denoted as NBcr and NBncr, respectively, such that
NB = NBcr + NBncr. On the other hand, we denote with
No-Part the case where all NB banks are shared among PEs,
so that requests are interleaved over all banks. In addition
to these two options, we cover a third alternative, denoted
as Part-Cr, which we argue is suitable for MCS: here, bank
partitioning is used for critical applications, the NB banks are
partitioned among critical PEs, so that no two critical PEs
share the same banks. However, noncritical PEs share banks
among each other and with critical PEs, and their requests
are interleaved across all banks. The intuition behind this
novel scheme is as follows.

1) Critical applications care more about WCD; hence,
it is okay to suffer an average performance penalty
by not interleaving requests of critical PEs, given
that partitioning reduces worst-case interference.
In contrast, interleaving is important for noncriti-
cal applications since they usually require a high
average-case BW.
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TABLE II
SYSTEM MODEL SYMBOLS

2) As we will show in Section VI, by leveraging PE pri-
oritization, the interference of noncritical PEs sharing a
bank with a critical PE is extremely diminished.

D. Platform Instances

Based on the discussed features, we repre-
sent each COTS platform instance with a tuple:
〈wb, thr, pr, breorder, pipe, part〉, where:

1) wb ∈ {0, 1} equals 1 if a write batching (read/write arbi-
tration) mechanism is employed in the system, and 0
otherwise;

2) thr ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the MC implements a
threshold mechanism on FR-FCFS arbitration to prevent
starvation (thr = 1) or not (thr = 0);

3) pr ∈ {0, 1}, indicates whether the MC adopts a fixed
priority assignment among PEs (pr = 1) or not (pr = 0);

4) breorder ∈ {0, 1}, indicates whether the MC adopts
interbank reordering across all commands (breorder =
1) or only across commands of different types
(breorder = 0);

5) pipe ∈ {IO-All, IO-Cr, OOO-All} denotes the pipeline
architecture of the PEs;

6) part ∈ {No-Part, Part-Cr, Part-All} indicates the afore-
mentioned three bank partitioning schemes.

Overall, this results in 144 different platform instances. Each
instance is further characterized by a subset of the parameters
introduced in this section, which we summarize in Table II.

V. MEMORY DELAY BUILDING BLOCKS

We now focus on computing a WCD bound for a request
under analysis rua of a critical PE under analysis PEua. For
instances with wb = 0, we make no assumption on the type of
the request (R/W). For instances with wb = 1, we assume that
rua is a read request; write batching is typically employed in
architectures where writes do not stall the pipeline of PEs, and
hence the delay suffered by write requests does not affect the
execution time of applications. Write batching seeks to prevent
the write queue from getting full by switching to servicing
writes immediately once a threshold is exceeded.1

Our approach works as follows: we consider all timing con-
straints generated by commands of interfering requests of other

1We also assume that the write buffer is large enough to prevent it from
becoming full, which would stall the PE. This also aligns with previous work
that only considers configurations with write batching [10].

Fig. 2. Analysis approach: number of interfering requests and delay
components.

PEs serviced between the times when rua arrives and finishes
being processed, and all clock cycles where a command cannot
be issued due to command bus contention (if multiple com-
mands are ready at the same time, only one can be issued
per clock cycle). We then sum them all to obtain the delay
bound, after creating a pattern of commands that maximizes
the sum. In particular, we assume that the request under anal-
ysis suffers a bank conflict, so that it must issue all three
commands in sequence: P, A, and CAS. Since the next com-
mand in a sequence is issued by the MC when all related
timing constraints have elapsed and the command bus is free,
the obtained sum is a valid WCD bound. However, the bound
could be pessimistic, since in reality, multiple timing con-
straints could be simultaneously active. For example, consider
the time between an A command, and the next A command
to the same bank [note this is represented in Fig. 1(a)]. Based
on the timing constraints in Table I, the two commands must
be separated by tRC. However, note that a CAS, data, and P
command must also be issued in between, since a bank must
be precharged before being activated again. Hence, based on
the table, the two A commands must also be separated by
tRAS + tRP, and either tRCD + tWL + tB + tWR + tRP for a
write or tRCD + tRTP + tRP for a read. In summary, rather
than summing all three terms together, we can derive the delay
between two consecutive A commands to the same bank as:
MAX(tRC, MAX(tRAS, tRCD + tWL + tB + tWR) + tRP) for
a write, or as: MAX(tRC, MAX(tRAS, tRCD + tRTP) + tRP)

for a read. Since tRC = tRAS + tRP and tRTP < tWL +
tB + tWR for all DDR protocols, the delay between consec-
utive A commands to the same bank can be simplified to
MAX(tRAS, tRCD + tWL + tB + tWR) + tRP.

We next discuss how to systematically consider the effects
of all interfering requests. Our approach is depicted in Fig. 2,
which also summarizes the employed notation: we assume that
the maximum number of interfering requests is known; based
on such number, in this section, we compute bounds on the
maximum delay caused by the interfering requests. We will
then show how to derive the number of interfering requests in
Section VI, since it depends on the platform instance. More in
details, we categorize the interfering requests and associated
delay components as follows.

1) For instances with wb = 1, NWB represents the max-
imum number of interfering writes; correspondingly,
LWB(NWB) represents the maximum delay caused by the
NWB writes issued in batches. This is the first block in
Fig. 2. The remaining delay components LConf , LReorder,
and LInterB consider the interfering read requests. For
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instances with wb = 0, the LWB delay is not present since
writes are not issued in batches. Instead, the remain-
ing delay components consider both read and writes
requests.

2) NConf is the number of interfering requests of other PEs
targeting the same bank as rua, which are serviced ahead
of rua because they arrived before it. To maximize the
corresponding conflict interference delay LConf (NConf ),
we assume that all such requests target different rows,
resulting in bank conflicts. Hence, each request executes
a sequence of P, A, and CAS command. This is the
second block in Fig. 2.

3) NReorder is the number of interfering requests of
other PEs targeting the same bank as rua, and which
arrived after rua but are reordered ahead of rua
due to first-ready intrabank arbitration. As discussed
in Section II, such requests comprise a CAS only.
Correspondingly, LReorder(NReorder, wb) is the intrabank
reordering interference delay. The third block in Fig. 2
represents this case.

4) NInterB is the number of interfering requests of other
PEs targeting a different bank than rua, which can
interfere with each of the NConf + NReorder + 1 requests
that target the same bank as rua (including rua itself).
LInterB(NInterB, wb) is the corresponding interbank delay
caused on a request comprising a P, A, and CAS (third
and last blocks in Fig. 2), while LInterB

CAS (NInterB, wb)

is the delay on a request consisting of a CAS only
(fifth block in Fig. 2). Therefore, the total interbank
delay is: (NConf + 1) · LInterB(NInterB, wb) + NReorder ·
LInterB

CAS (NInterB, wb).
Based on the discussion above and assuming that the four
delay bounds LWB, LConf , LReorder, and LInterB are correctly
computed, we have thus obtained the following result.

Lemma 1: The WCD that rua suffers due to interference
from other PEs is bounded by

wb · LWB(NWB)+ LConf
(

NConf
)

+ Lreorder
(

NReorder, wb
)

+
(

NConf + 1
)

· LInterB(NInterB, wb
)

+ NReorder · LInterB
CAS

(
NInterB, wb

)
. (1)

A. Write Batching Delay LWB

In general, we cannot make any assumption on which banks
are targeted by the interfering writes; hence, in the worst case
we assume that all interfering writes cause bank conflicts.
Since bank conflict requests consist of all three commands,
we can determine the delay introduced by each bank conflict
write as the time between two successive A commands to the
same bank, which we previously computed. Hence, we obtain

LWB(NWB) = NWB · (MAX(tRAS, tRCD + tWL + tB + tWR)

+ tRP) (2)

B. Conflict Interference Delay LConf

As previously discussed, in the worst case all NConf

interfering requests can cause bank conflict. Equation (3)

computes the total conflict interference delay

LConf
(

NConf
)

= NConf · (MAX(tRAS, tRCD + tWL + tB

+ tWR) + tRP). (3)

C. CAS Latency

The remaining delay components depend on the latency
of executing some number NCAS of consecutive CAS com-
mands, which we hence denote as LCAS and compute next.
We consider two cases.

1) If write batching is employed, e.g., wb = 1, then all
requests (outside of already considered write batches)
are R. Situation between R1 and R2 in Fig. 1(b)
represents this case; since the only interbank tim-
ing constraint between two successive R is tCCD as
follows:

LCAS
(

NCAS, wb = 1
)

= NCAS · tCCD. (4)

2) Without write batching, e.g., wb = 0, in the worst case
requests can alternate types between R and W. This
forces the data bus to switch direction, introducing addi-
tional timing constraints: each R request suffers from
the W-to-R latency [between W4 and R5 in Fig. 1(b)],
while each W request suffers from the R-to-W latency
[between R2 and W3 in Fig. 1(b)]. Since furthermore
the W-to-R latency is always greater than the R-to-W
latency for all DRAM devices, the total latency can be
as calculated as

LCAS
(

NCAS, wb = 0
)

=
⌈

NCAS

2

⌉
· (tWL + tB + tWTR)

+
⌊

NCAS

2

⌋
· (tRTW). (5)

D. Intrabank Reordering Interference LReorder

As discussed, all NReorder requests are only CAS com-
mands. Hence, the delay due to intrabank reordering is upper
bounded in

LReorder
(

NReorder, wb
)

= LCAS
(

NReorder, wb
)
. (6)

E. Interbank Interference Delay LInterB

We next compute the maximum delay that a request r can
suffer due to timing constraints and command bus contention
caused by NInterB requests targeting other banks. Remember
that interbank timing constraints are applied between com-
mands of the same type. One possible strategy, used in [9],
would be to compute the maximum delays LInterB

PRE , LInterB
ACT , and

LInterB
CAS suffered by each command of request r, and then sum

them together to obtain LInterB = LInterB
PRE + LInterB

ACT + LInterB
CAS .

However, as shown in [10], this bound is highly pessimistic:
since both rua and the NInterB interfering requests execute the
P, A, and CAS commands in the same sequence, the tim-
ing constraints are effectively pipelined over three stages. We
can take advantage of the pipelining effect using the following
theorem, which is formally proven in [10].
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Theorem 1 ([10, Th. 1]): Assume that the relative priori-
ties of executed requests remains the same over their P, A, and
CAS commands. Then the delay caused by an interfering inter-
bank request to the request under analysis is upper bounded
by the maximum delay on a single state, i.e., either the delay
caused by the interfering P command to the P command under
analysis, or A to A, or CAS to CAS.

Based on Theorem 1, we can obtain the interbank delay by
maximizing the delay caused by each of NInterB interfering
requests, assuming that each request interferes on only one
command

LInterB(NInterB, wb
) = max

∀NInterB
PRE +NInterB

ACT +NInterB
CAS ∈N

(
LInterB

PRE

(
NInterB

PRE

)+ LInterB
ACT

(
NInterB

ACT

)+ LInterB
CAS

(
NInterB

CAS , wb
))

where: NInterB
PRE + NInterB

ACT + NInterB
CAS = NInterB. (7)

Here, NInterB
PRE , NInterB

ACT , and NInterB
CAS represent the number of

interfering requests for the P, CAS, and A command of r,
respectively. Finally, Lemma 2 shows that the assumption on
relative priorities hold for all platform instances that yield a
bounded WCD.

Lemma 2: For a platform instance with breorder = 0 or
wb = 1, the relative priorities of executed requests remains
the same over the three commands.

Proof: Recall from Section IV that the MC deploys RR
among requests at the head of the bank queues that satisfy
their intrabank timing constraints. Hence, the three commands
have the same relative priority of the parent request. The only
situation in which this priority can change is if the MC prior-
itizes a command over other commands of same type because
it satisfies the interbank timing constraints. This can only hap-
pen for CAS commands, since all P commands have the same
interbank timing constraints, and the same for A. Due to the
bus switching delay, the MC can prioritize an R command
over a W command if the previously executed command was
an R, or vice versa. This is because R-to-W (W-to-R) delay
is larger than R-to-R (W-to-W) delay. If breorder = 0, this
reordering is prohibited by construction. Under wb = 1, only
read requests are considered for the interbank interference,
while the interference from write requests is accounted for
by the write batching interference. Thus, by construction, all
CAS commands with regard to (7) have the same interbank
timing constraints; thus, no reordering is again possible, and
the relative priorities of executed requests remain the same.

It remains to compute the individual delay terms.
1) For P: We can simply reuse [10, Lemma 2], which

we reproduce below, since the lemma depends only on the
behavior of timing constraints and not on the specific MC
arbitration.

Lemma 3 ([10, Lemma 2]): The maximum delay caused by
NInterB

PRE interfering P commands on the one under analysis is
upper bounded by

LInterB
PRE

(
NInterB

PRE

) = 2 · NInterB
PRE . (8)

The intuition behind the lemma is that there are no inter-
bank constraints on P, but P commands can be delayed due
to command bus contention with other commands. However,

no more than one A and one CAS command can be issued
every four clock cycles, yielding the bound.

2) For A: From Table I, A commands to different banks are
limited by two timing constraints: 1) each two A commands
to different banks has to be separated by at least tRRD cycles
and 2) no more than 4 A commands to different banks can be
issued every tFAW cycles. Fig. 1(c) illustrates both timing con-
straints for n interfering banks. Furthermore, an A command
can be delayed by CAS and P of other banks due to command
bus contention: at any clock cycle, the MC can only execute
at most one command. Since the number of interfering CAS
and P commands is bounded by 2 · NInterB as follows:

LInterB
ACT

(
NInterB

ACT

) = 2 · NInterB

+ MAX

(

NInterB
ACT · tRRD,

⌈
NInterB

ACT + 1

4
· tFAW

⌉)

. (9)

3) For CAS: We use the result in (4) and (5), yielding (10)
after adding the effect of command bus contention. Note that
we have to consider a sequence of NInterB

CAS + 1 commands,
since the first interfering CAS command can also be delayed
by previously triggered interbank constraints

LInterB
CAS

(
NInterB, wb

) = LCAS(NInterB + 1, wb
)+ 2 · NInterB.

(10)

VI. MEMORY DELAY ANALYSIS

In this section, we derive the number of interfering requests
NWB, NConf , NReorder, and NInterB for all 144 COTS platform
instances covered by the model in Section IV.

A. General Observations

Before detailing the final equations, we provide some obser-
vations that allow us to reduce the number of platform
instances that we need to analyze. In the following lemmas,
we use the symbol ✕ (don’t care) to denote that a feature
does not affect the WCD.

Lemma 4 (Unboundedness of FR-FCFS Without
Threshold): For a platform instance with thr = 0, if
part = No-Part, or part = Part-Cr and pr = 0, then WCD is
unbounded.

Proof: part = No-Part indicates that PEua shares banks
with other PEs. Since thr = 0, in the worst case, those other
PEs can always have a ready request to the bank entailing the
request under analysis, rua, to wait indefinitely. For part =
Part-Cr, PEua shares banks with noncritical PEs. In this case,
if pr = 0, those PEs can also always have ready requests
that get scheduled before rua, which entails its latency to be
unbounded.

Lemma 5 (Unboundedness of Interbank RR With
Reordering): If breorder = 1 and wb = 0, then WCD
is unbounded.

Proof: Under wb = 0, the controller does not batch writes
together; thus, every access whether it is R or W is handled
individually. Let rua to be a read request that is at the head
of its bank queue at time t0. Moreover, let the request that
is picked by the controller at time t0 = 0 according to the
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RR policy across banks to be a write request. In addition,
all other banks have writes as pending requests. Since the
controller is servicing a write request, rua cannot be inter-
ready before tWL + tB + tWTR cycles according to the timing
constraints in Table I. However, the write requests from other
banks become inter-ready at cycle tCCD < tWL + tB + tWTR.
Fig. 1(b) depicts these timing constraints for different R/W
situations. Since breorder = 1, at cycle tCCD, the controller
will pick one of the inter-ready write requests. Consequently,
due to W-to-R turnaround constraint, rua readiness is pushed
to cycle tCCD+ tWL+ tB+ tWTR. Similarly, at time 2 · tCCD,
another write request from another bank is inter-ready and
further pushes the readiness of rua. Since this situation can
occur indefinitely, rua suffers from unbounded delay. Same
situation occurs if rua is a write and requests pending at other
banks are reads.

Lemma 6 (Part-All Effect): If part = Part-All, then
NReorder = NConf = 0, meaning that the request under anal-
ysis rua suffers neither from intrabank reordering nor conflict
interference. Furthermore, we have thr = ✕. Additionally if
wb = 0, then pipe = ✕.

Proof: NReorder and NConf both count requests of other PEs
that target the same bank as rua. Since part = Part-All dis-
allows bank sharing among PEs, only requests from PEua
can target the same bank as rua. Hence, it holds NReorder =
NConf = 0.

Next note that based on the system model in Section IV, thr
determines the number of requests that target the same bank
as rua and can be reordered ahead of it; hence, it can only
affect the intrabank reordering interference delay. Since such
delay is zero, we have thr = ✕.

Finally, assume that wb = 0; then rua does not suffer from
write batching delay. Since furthermore NReorder = NConf = 0,
the only nonzero delay component is the interbank reordering
interference. However, pipe cannot affect the number NInterB if
interbank interfering requests, since the RR arbitration restricts
NInterB based on the number of banks, rather than the num-
ber of interfering requests generated based on the pipeline
architecture of PEs. Hence, pipe = ✕.

Lemma 7 (Part-Cr Effect): If part = Part-Cr and wb = 0,
then rua suffers neither from intrabank reordering nor con-
flict interference from other critical PEs, and the worst-case
interference is agnostic to the pipeline architecture of critical
PEs (pipe of IO-Cr or OOO-All has the same effect on WCD).

Proof: Since part = Part-Cr disallows bank sharing among
critical PEs, requests from other critical PEs cannot target the
same bank as rua. Consequently, rua does not encounter intra-
bank reordering nor conflict interference from other critical
PEs. Recall from the proof of Lemma 6 that pipe affects con-
flicting and write batching interferences. As a result, if wb = 0,
having a system with OOO or in-order critical PEs has the
same effect on WCD.

Lemma 8 (Priority Effect): If pr = 1 and wb = 0, WCD of
rua is agnostic to the pipeline architecture of noncritical PEs.

Proof: Since pr = 1, rua has higher priority than noncritical
requests. Accordingly, regardless of the pipeline architecture of
noncritical PEs, rua incurs an interference from a maximum of
one noncritical request, which issued its command just before

TABLE III
CONFIGURATIONS.CONFIGURATIONS WITH wbj = 0 AND breorder = 1

ARE UNBOUNDED, WHILE FOR CONFIGURATIONS

WITH wbj = 1, breorder = ✕

the arrival of any critical request. The pipeline architecture of
the PEs can affect the number of write requests arriving after
rua and hence the write batching delay, but since wb = 0, this
is not relevant to the platform instance. Thus, WCD is agnostic
to the pipeline of noncritical PEs.

Lemma 9 (Priority With Part-Cr Effect): If the system
adopts a Part-Cr scheme and the MC prioritizes critical
requests (pr = 1), then thr = ✕. Furthermore, if the MC
does not deploy write batching (wb = 0), then pipe = ✕.

Proof: Since part = Part-Cr, PEua shares banks only with
noncritical PEs. In addition, since pr = 1 and using the same
reasoning in the proof of Lemma 8, in the worst case PEua
suffers interference from one noncritical request regardless
of the FR-FCFS threshold (thr = ✕). From Lemma 7, if
part = Part-Cr and wb = 0, WCD is agnostic to the pipeline
architecture of critical PEs (1). From Lemma 8, if pr = 1 and
wb = 0, WCD is agnostic to the pipeline of noncritical PEs
(2). From 1 and 2, pipe = ✕.

Lemma 10 (Write Batching Effect): If the MC implements
write batching (wb = 1), interbank reordering has no effect
on WCD (breorder = ✕).

Proof: From Section V, breorder only affects the inter-
bank interference component of the WCD. Furthermore from
Lemma 2, if wb = 1, the value of LInterB(NInterB, wb)

in (7) holds independently of the value of breorder. Hence,
breorderj = ✕.

Based on the observations established by Lemmas 4–9,
Table III maps the 144 platform instances into 25 differ-
ent configurations, where each configuration has a unique
WCD bound and represents one or multiple instances. For
ease of notation, we represent each configuration as confgj =
〈wbj, thrj, prj, breorderj, pipej, partj〉, where again we use the
symbol ✕ to denote that a feature can take any value for that
configuration since it does not affect the WCD. For exam-
ple, confg1 = 〈wb1 = 0, thr1 = ✕, pr1 = 0, breorder1 =
0, pipe1 = ✕, part1 = Part-All〉 denotes the set of 6 instances
with no write batching, no threshold mechanism, no interbank
reordering, and partitioning for all PEs. Instances which are
proved to have unbounded WCD are shown as unbounded in
Table III.

In the next section, we analyze configurations without
write batching (wbj = 0) (configurations 1–10), while
Section VI-C covers configurations with write batching
(configurations 11–25).
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TABLE IV
NConf , NReorder , AND NInterB FOR CONFIGURATIONS

WITHOUT WRITE BATCHING

B. Configurations Without Write Batching

We first illustrate how to derive the number of interfering
requests for configuration 3 in Lemma 11, followed by all
other configurations in Lemma 12.

Lemma 11: Under confg3 = 〈wb3 = 0, thr3 = 1, pr3 =
0, breorder3 = 0, pipe3 = OOO-All, part3 = No-Part〉,
NConf = (P − 1) · PR, NReorder = Nthr, and NInterB =
NB − 1 such that based on Lemma 1, rua encounters a WCD
bounded by

LConf ((P − 1) · PR) + Lreorder(Nthr, 0)

+ ((P − 1) · PR + 1) · LInterB(NB − 1, 0)

+ Nthr · LInterB
CAS (NB − 1, 0).

Proof:
1) Since pipe3 = OOO-All, each PE can have a maximum

of PR pending requests. Also since pr3 = 0, all PEs
have the same priority. Hence, in the worst case rua can
suffer conflict interference from PR nonready requests
arriving before rua for each other PE. Thus, NConf =
((P − 1) · PR).

2) Since the MC deploys threshold-based FR-FCFS arbi-
tration, rua can suffer interference from a maximum of
Nthr ready requests arriving after rua to the same bank;
hence, NReorder = Nthr.

3) rua encounters interbank interference from all other
banks, therefore, NInterB = NB − 1. Substituting in (1)
yields the WCD bound.

Lemma 12: Under confgj, where j ∈ [1, 10], NConf ,
NReorder, and NInterB have the values tabulated in Table IV.

Proof: Values for confg3 are already proved in Lemma 11.
1) Under both confg1 and confg2, part1 = part2 = Part-All.

Hence, according to Lemma 6, rua suffers from neither
conflict nor intrabank reordering interference; therefore,
Nconf = NReorder = 0. Since under confg1, pr1 = 0, rua
can suffer interbank interference from all other banks
(NInterB = NB − 1). In contrast, confg2 has pr2 = 1;
thus, rua suffers interference from all other critical banks
in addition to a maximum of one noncritical bank.
Therefore, NInterB = NBcr.

2) For configurations confg4–confg10, rua can suffer
interference from all other banks; thus, NInterB = NB−1.

3) For configurations confg4–confg7, confg9, and confg10,
rua suffers intrabank reordering interference due to the
FR-FCFS policy. Since thr = 1 for these configurations,
a maximum of Nthr requests can get reordered before rua.

Accordingly, NReorder = Nthr for these configurations.
On the other hand, since confg8 has part8 = Part-Cr and
pr8 = 1, FR-FCFS has no effect on WCD (Lemma 9),
and NReorder = 0.

4) For confg4, pipe4 = IO-Cr. Accordingly, each crit-
ical PE has a maximum of one pending request,
while each noncritical PEs can have up to PR pend-
ing requests. Therefore, in the worst case rua suffers
conflict interference from Pcr − 1 requests from crit-
ical PEs and Pncr · PR from noncritical ones; hence,
Nconf = Pncr · PR + Pcr − 1. Contrarily, confg5 has
pipe5 = IO-All. Consequently, in the worst case rua suf-
fers conflict interference from P − 1 requests (NConf =
P − 1).

5) For confg6, all PEs are OOO but pr6 = 1. rua suffers
conflict interference from a maximum of one request
from noncritical PEs and PR requests from each other
critical PE. As a result, NConf = (Pcr − 1) · PR + 1. The
difference between confg7 and confg6 is in the pipeline
architecture of critical PEs. Under confg7, critical PEs
are in-order with a maximum of one pending request at
any time. This reduces NConf for confg7 to be NConf =
(Pcr − 1) + 1 = Pcr.

6) Under configurations confg8–confg10, PEua share banks
only with noncritical PEs. Therefore, rua does not suf-
fer a conflict interference from critical PEs. For confg9,
pr9 = 0 and noncritical PEs are OOO. As a result, under
confg9, NConf = Pncr · PR. Although confg10 also has
pr10 = 0, it has pipe10 = IO-All. Hence, each noncrit-
ical PE can have a maximum of one pending request
at any time. As a result, under confg10, NConf = Pncr.
Since pr8 = 1, under confg8, rua can suffer interference
from a maximum of one request from all noncritical PEs
and NConf = 1.

C. Configurations With Write Batching

We now discuss the WCD for write batching configura-
tions (configurations confg11–config28). Based on (1) and using
a similar procedure as in Lemma 12, we obtain the values
of NConf , NReorder, and NInterB using Table IV, based on the
equivalent configuration with wb = 0.

We next calculate the maximum number NWB of interfering
writes as NWB = Wbtch + Nbefore

R + Nafter
R . Recall that in the

worst case, every time a read request arrives at the MC, one
write request can be enqueued in the write buffer. The term
Wbtch accounts for the interference caused by requests arrived
before rua: in the worst case, rua arrives while the MC has
just started to serve a write batch, which consists of Wbtch
requests. The remaining terms Nbefore

R and Nafter
R accounts for

read requests that arrive after the arrival of rua but before rua
completes; each such read request can add one extra write
request to the buffer. Nbefore

R is the number of read requests
that arrive after rua but are executed before it because of the
intrabank FR-FCFS and the interbank RR policies. Nbefore

R
depends on the configuration, and is determined by Table V.
For configurations 11–13 and 23–25, rua does not suffer any
intrabank reordering interference. However, rua can wait for
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TABLE V
Nbefore

R FOR DIFFERENT WRITE BATCHING CONFIGURATIONS

NB − 1 requests from other banks due to the RR policy. Since
configurations14–16 support prioritization and have a Part-All
scheme, rua only suffers from NBcr − 1 requests accessing
other critical banks, in addition to a maximum of one noncrit-
ical request; thus, Nbefore

R = NBcr. For configurations 17–22
and 26–28, a maximum Nthr requests can arrive after rua to
same bank and get serviced before it because of FR-FCFS
effect, while each of these Nthr requests can also wait for
NB requests from other banks because of RR policy. Thus,
Rbefore = Nthr · NB for these configurations in Table V. On the
other hand, Nafter

R is the number of read requests that arrive
after rua’s arrival but before its completion time, and are exe-
cuted after rua. Nafter

R depends on the number of concurrent
requests that each PE can generate as

Nafter
R =

⎧
⎨

⎩

P · PR, if pipej = OOO
Pcr + Pncr · PR, if pipej = IO-Cr
P, if pipej = IO-All.

(11)

VII. EVALUATION

We use MacSim [31], a multiprocessor architectural simu-
lator integrated with DRAMSim2 [28]. MacSim models x86
instruction-set architecture and supports in-order and out-of-
order PEs. Furthermore, it allows the configuration of the
maximum number of pending requests through managing the
number of entires in MSHRs. MacSim has a frontend that
includes the virtual-to-physical mapping. This enables us to
implement partitioning without running an actual OS. We
extend this frontend to support the three partitioning schemes
discussed in Section IV. DRAMSim2 [28] is a detailed simu-
lator for the DRAM subsystem. It has per-bank queues with
FR-FCFS arbitration among requests to same bank. Moreover,
it provides a parameter to configure the threshold of FR-FCFS.
Finally, it deploys RR across banks. We extend DRAMSim2
to support priority assignment amongst different PEs as well
as write batching.

We use benchmarks from the EEMBC-auto suite [32],
which include representative applications from the embedded
automotive domain. We use the a2time and rspeed benchmarks
as the critical tasks running on critical PEs. Both benchmarks
exhibit high instruction dependencies; hence, they are latency
sensitive. In addition, we use the matrix and aifftr bench-
marks as the noncritical applications as they are the two most
memory-intensive applications in the EEMBC suite. In addi-
tion, to stress the worst-case interference delay, we use two
synthetic benchmarks: 1) latency and 2) BW [17]. Latency rep-
resents a latency-sensitive application, while BW represents a
BW sensitive application. We use latency as a critical appli-
cation and BW as the noncritical applications. Table VI sum-
marizes the setup of the evaluation. Sections VII-A and VII-B

TABLE VI
EVALUATION PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION

discuss the WCD and BW results of configurations without
write batching, while Section VII-E discusses write batching
findings. Sections VII-C and VII-D study the effects of num-
ber of PEs in the system and the FR-FCFS threshold value on
WCD, respectively.

A. Worst-Case Interference Delay of Different MPSoC
Configurations

Fig. 3 delineates the WCD for COTS MPSoCs with differ-
ent set of features. Fig. 3 shows both the analytical latency
bounds derived in Section VI, and the observed experimental
WCD for both EEMBC and synthetic benchmarks. In Part-All
[Fig. 3(a)], we depict WCD for configurations that support FR-
FCFS threshold as well as configurations that do not support
it. While for no-Part [Fig. 3(b)] and Part-Cr with no prior-
ity [Fig. 3(c, i)], we only show configurations with FR-FCFS
threshold support since those that do not support the threshold
mechanism have unbounded WCD.

Observations:
1) Fig. 3(a) shows that both thr (thr = 1) and noThr

(thr = 0) exhibit almost identical WCD. This confirms
the conclusion of Lemma 6 that in MPSoCs with parti-
tioned banks among all PEs (Part-All), the existence of
FR-FCFS threshold mechanism has no effect on WCD.

2) Lemma 6 concludes that WCD in (Part-All) configu-
rations is independent of the pipeline architecture of
PEs. For the same priority setting, Fig. 3(a) illustrates
that IO-Cr and OOO-All have very similar experimental
WCD. This is particularly true for the synthetic work-
loads, where this experimental WCD is also close to the
analytical bound since the workloads are more memory
stressful. However, IO-All has considerably less WCD
[compare for example OOO-All and IO-Cr results for
noPr in Fig. 3(a)]. This is because the worst-case sce-
nario for this case assumes that IO-All issues a sufficient
number of requests in a very short time to saturate the
FR-FCFS threshold. This scenario is hard to achieve
in practice. This also justifies the big gap between the
experimental WCD and the analytical bound for the
IO-All configurations.

3) Fig. 3(b) shows that if critical PEs have higher prior-
ity [pr in Fig. 3(b)], configurations with either IO-Cr or
IO-All exhibit similar WCD. For synthetic workloads,
IO-All has slightly less WCD than IO-Cr for the same
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(i) (ii)

Fig. 3. Worst-case interference delay in ns for different system configurations.
(a) Systems with Part-All partitioning scheme. (b) Systems with No-Part parti-
tioning scheme. (i) thr = 1 and pr = 0. (ii) thr = ✕ and pr = 1. (c) Systems
with Part-Cr partitioning scheme.

reason as in Observation 2. This confirms the conclu-
sion of Lemma 6 that in MPSoCs with prioritization,
the pipeline architecture of the noncritical PEs has no
effect on WCD.

4) MPSoCs that partition banks among PEs and assigns
critical PEs a higher priority achieve the smallest
observed and analytical WCD [pr in Fig. 3(a)]. This cor-
responds to MPSoCs with configuration 2. In contrast,
the maximum observed WCD occurs in MPSoCs that
share banks among PEs and assign same priority for all
PEs [noPr in Fig. 3(b)]. This corresponds to MPSoCs
with configuration 3 (Lemma 11).

5) Mapping critical PEs to different banks (Part-Cr)
achieves best results for MPSoCs that assigns critical
PEs a higher priority [Fig. 3(c, ii)]. This is because
Part-Cr substantially reduces interference from other
critical PEs to only interbank interference leaving non-
critical PEs as the only source for intrabank interference.
Orthogonally, pr = 1 reduces intrabank interference

Fig. 4. BW of noncritical PEs.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Sensitivity of WCD to number of critical PEs. Configurations 1, 2,
and 8. (b) Configurations 3–7, 9, and 10.

from noncritical cores to only one request at maximum.
As a result, the total WCD is remarkably reduced.

B. Bandwidth of Noncritical PEs

Fig. 4 depicts the BW delivered to the noncritical PEs under
different configurations. Although Part-All scheme (which is
followed by many related works [6]–[8], [10], [12], [20]) is
able to substantially reduce WCD of the critical PEs compared
to no-Part [Fig. 3(a) and (b)], it also significantly reduces the
BW delivered to the noncritical PEs (Fig. 4). On the other
hand, results show that Part-Cr is a viable solution that reduces
WCD for critical PEs without compromising the BW of the
noncritical PEs. For instance, compare confg6, confg2, and
confg8, where all configuration parameters other than parti-
tioning are the same. Compared to confg6 [Fig. 3(b)], confg2
[Fig. 3(a)] reduces WCD of critical PEs by 96%, while confg8
[Fig. 3(c, ii)] reduces WCD by 89%. On the other hand, as
Fig. 4 depicts, noncritical PEs encounter a 60% BW degrada-
tion under confg2, while this degradation is negligible (only
0.85%) for confg8.

C. Sensitivity to Number of Interfering PEs

We study the scalability of the WCD with the number of co-
existing PEs in the MPSoC. Fig. 5 plots the WCD at number
of critical PEs of Pcr = 1 (this is the one under analysis, which
means no interfering critical PEs), 2, 4, and 6. The number of
noncritical PEs in Fig. 5 is 2. On the other hand, Fig. 6 plots
the WCD at number of noncritical PEs of Pcr = 1, 2, 4, and
6. The number of critical PEs in this case is 2.

Observations:
1) Fig. 5(a) illustrates that WCD of a critical request in

configurations 1, 2, and 8 is agnostic to the number of
interfering critical and noncritical PEs. This is because
configurations 1 and 2 deploy a Part-All scheme, while
configuration 8 deploys Part-Cr with fixed priority.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Sensitivity of WCD to number of noncritical PEs. (a) Configurations
1, 2, and 8. (b) Configurations 3–7, 9, and 10.

These configurations are crucial to consider, especially
if the number of PEs in the MPSoC is larger or
the task requires a fixed known WCD independent of
other PEs.

2) Fig. 5(b) shows that WCD in configurations 9 and 10 is
independent of the number of co-existing critical PEs in
the MPSoC. This is because both configurations deploy
a Part-Cr scheme.

3) Similarly, Fig. 6(b) shows that WCD in configurations
6 and 7 is independent of the number of co-existing
noncritical PEs in the MPSoC. This is because both con-
figurations prioritize critical PEs over noncritical ones
(pr6 = pr7 = 1).

4) WCD is more sensitive to the number of co-existing
critical PEs in MPSoCs with configurations 3 and 6 as
compared to configurations 4, 5, and 7. This can be
observed by looking at the slope (rate of change) of dif-
ferent plots in Fig. 5(b). The intuition is that MPSoCs
with configurations 3 and 7 have critical PEs with OOO
pipeline, while in configurations 4, 5, and 7, critical PEs
are in-order. In fact, the slope of configurations 3 and 6
is 4× that of configurations 4, 5, and 7. The reason is
that PR = 4 for OOO PEs, while effectively PR = 1 for
in-order PEs.

5) Similarly, in Fig. 6(b), the slope of plots of configura-
tions 3, 4, and 9 is 4× that of configurations 5 and
10. That is, because configurations 3, 4, and 9 have
OOO noncritical PEs, while configurations 5 and 10
have in-order noncritical PEs.

6) A final observation is that partitioning schemes have
scalability limitations with the increase of P. Part-All
requires that NB ≥ P to be able to partition banks across
all PEs, while Part-Cr requires NB ≥ Pcr. Therefore, we
do not simulate beyond a maximum of P = 8 since the
number of banks in the system is 8. Such limitation does
not exist in configurations with no-Part.

D. Sensitivity to the FR-FCFS Threshold

We study the effect of the maximum number of ready
requests that can get reordered before one critical request
(Nthr). Fig. 7 plots WCD for different configurations at Nthr ∈
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}.

Observations:
1) Configurations 1 and 2 [Fig. 7(a)] have a WCD that

is independent of Nthr. This is because they eliminate

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Effect of different Nthr values on WCD. (a) Configurations 1, 2, and 8.
(b) Configurations 3–7, 9, and 10.

Fig. 8. WCD of write batching versus non write batching.

reordering interference from all PEs by mapping them
to different banks (Part-All).

2) Configuration 8 [Fig. 7(a)] also has a WCD that is inde-
pendent of Nthr. Configuration 8 eliminates reordering
interference from critical PEs by mapping them to differ-
ent banks (Part-Cr). In addition, it eliminates reordering
interference from noncritical PEs by assigning them
lower priority than critical PEs.

3) The rate of change (slope) is the same across config-
urations 3–7, 9, and 10 in Fig. 7(b). This is because
the reordering component (as discussed in Section V)
depends only on the value of Nthr, and the JEDEC timing
parameters.

E. Effect of Write Batching

To study the effect of write batching on WCD, we also exe-
cute the same experiment setup in Section VII-A using the BW
and latency synthetic benchmarks. Fig. 8 compares obtained
experimental WCD results from configurations with no write
batching (shown as noWb-expr) with those obtained from
configuration with write batching. In addition, Fig. 8 depicts
the analytical WCD bounds for write batching configurations
obtained from the static analysis conducted in Section VI
(shown as WB-analytical). For visibility purposes, all results
are normalized to the experimental WCD results with write
batching; the y-axis is in log scale.

Observations:
1) Write batching significantly increases the analytical

WCD. This is because the per-request analysis (as
Section VI-C discusses) has to assume the worst case
situation, where a read suffers from the maximum num-
ber of writes and all these writes are conflicts. However,
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this is a highly pessimistic situation that may never
be observed experimentally. Accordingly, there is a big
gap between analytical and observed WCD for write
batching configurations. Fig. 8 shows that the analyt-
ical WCD can be as large as 100× compared to the
observed WCD.

2) On the other hand, overall, write batching reduces exper-
imental latencies. Across all configurations, we found
that WCD of noWb-expr is 2.84× on average as com-
pared to Wb-expr. As Fig. 8 illustrates, this number can
reach up to 10× for some configurations. Consequently,
the overall conclusion is that while write batching dra-
matically increases the pessimism of analytical WCD, it
can actually have a positive effect on measured delay.
This conclusion aligns with earlier observations in [10],
which notes that the pathological arrival patterns induced
by write batching prevent the determination of tight
delay bounds.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we derived a generalized analysis that bounds
the per-request delay that a PE suffers in DRAM due to
interference by other PEs. The analysis accounts for a breadth
of features found in modern MPSoC platforms. In total, we
explore 144 possible COTS platform instances. We then inves-
tigate the effect of these features on an MCS, based on both
the derived analytical memory delay bound for critical appli-
cations, and the average BW for noncritical applications. Our
exploration leads to several key observations, of which we
highlight the following four.

1) Certain feature configurations result in unbounded delay
bounds, and thus should be avoided in MCS.

2) Compared to previous work, leveraging existing features
such as PE prioritization can allow the designer to better
tradeoff the maximum delay for critical applications and
the BW for noncritical ones.

3) There is interdependency among the effects of the fea-
tures on both the delay and the BW. Existence of some
features can countermand the effect of other features.
For instance, if the MC supports request prioritization
and the OS assigns different banks to critical PEs, the
pipeline architecture of all PEs have no effect on delay
bounds.

4) While the write batching mechanism works well in the
average case, it unfortunately induces pathological cases
that result in high bounds on per-request delay. A differ-
ent read-write reordering mechanism could be designed
to improve worst-case bounds [33]. In alternative, one
approach to address write batching is to incorporate
its effect on the job-driven analysis [9] rather than the
request-driven analysis. Job-driven analysis can reduce
pessimism by incorporating information on the maxi-
mum number of requests produced by other PEs during
the execution of the task under analysis; but it comes
at the cost of composability, e.g., the delay bound can
be affected by changes to other applications running on
different PEs.
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